Good Morning. I’m _____________ and I’m _____________ and these are the morning announcements.

Gr. 7 Boys Volleyball
All Gr. 7 Boys Volleyball players are asked to meet Mr. McFaul at the Spirit Bear at Nutrition Break today to arrange rides for today’s game to Kway Middle School.

Grade 8 Girls Volleyball Team
There will be a practice tomorrow after school beginning at 2:10 after early dismissal in the gym.

Lost Item
Yesterday afternoon in Block E a Gold Chain was left in the gym and then was removed by someone who is not the owner. If you have taken this gold chain or you know of any information as to who may have taken this chain please see Mr. McFaul to help the owner regain this treasured and important piece of jewelry.

Odyssey of the Mind
Students interested in joining the Odyssey of the Mind are asked to see Mr. McFaul or come to the office for an application form. This is a group of fellow students where one solves scientific problems with creative ideas and solutions to mechanical problems. If you have an interest, then get an application form and join Odyssey of the Mind.

Recycling & Litter Duty is Mrs. Hampton.
Yellow Team is on Supervision and Staff Room Cleanup.

Have a good day!